
Hearing health, Enjoy lifeD930 Earbud hearing aid

REPLICATING NATURE

At Wenatone, our product development is always based on audiology. We know 
that hearing loss is not just a matter of being unable to hear or hear clearly, it can 
also affect people's social and emotional, cognitive abilities and a range of other 
physical health problems. Wenatone envisions a world where everyone can enjoy 
listening and realize what they want in life.

Engineered to optimize your hearing, enjoy the sound world.
Users' expectations for hearing aids are constantly changing, and we need technology 
that can keep up. We have achieved the perfect combination of Bluetooth, hearing aids 
and audio streaming technology, and with our unique advanced algorithm capable of 
detecting and canceling wind and other disturbing noise, to give you better sound 
quality, clearer calls, music straming, longer listening times, and more flexibility in 
when, where, and how you use it. 

The tapered shape of the hearing aid allows us to provide an anatomically optimized 
fit that fits perfectly in the user's ear for maximum comfort and maximum wearing 
comfort.
With Wenatone's HA-FIT app, you will truly experience the joy of managing hearing 
aids at your fingertips.

Available colors: White, Balck

Bluetooth,app,audio streaming, phone call

OTC

  Manufacturer name: Xiamen wenatone Medical Technology Co., Ltd     Please read the product manual in detail or 
purchase and use it under the guidance of medical staff.    Contraindications: Acute otitis externa, tympanitis, chronic 
suppurative otitis media, and acute suppurative otitis media are not suitable for wearing air conduction hearing aids, 
and patients who are allergic to the materials of this product.    For contraindications or precautions, please refer to 
the instructions.

Add: 8   Floor, jianye Building, #96 Xiangxing Road, Torch Hi-Tech 
         District, Xiangan, Xiamen
         China 361115
Mob:
e-mail:
www.wenatone.com
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Ballet series OTC OTC

Modern style that suits you more than a earphone can get better for you hearing 
the world.

Connect to your world with bluetooth hearing 
aids and getting a natural sound experience 
fitted to your individual needs with 
Wenatone’s HA-FIT app.

Bluetooth hearing aids open up a new world of audio for the hard of hearing. Hearing 
aids used to just help you hear everyday conversations—now they double as advanced 
wearable devices that can stream audio, make phone calls, and with Bluetooth-enabled 
hearing aids, you can now make calls without holding your phone to your ear— — If you 
wear two hearing aids, you can hear conversations in both ears for a true hands-free 
universal Bluetooth connection. You can also stream multimedia audio from your phone, 
including video chats and popular apps, for more everyday enjoyment.

What is even more surprising is that this product adopts BLE-Bluetooth Low energy 
capability, which greatly optimizes the working time of the battery. It is also compatible 
with ISO and Android systems, and supports different user groups more efficiently, the 
user does not need to replace the mobile phone deliberately, which virtually saves the 
user a sum of money.

Discovery RIC hearing aid makes your listening easier and reducing listening effort 
can also reduce fatigue, making you feel less tired at the end of the day. Imagine 
trying to focus on a conversation in a noisy place when you're tired; the effort can 
be exhausting. Discovery adopts a new self-developed core algorithm solution for 
hearing aids, and jointly optimizes the software and hardware of hearing aids. 
The sound processing mechanism has been optimized to achieve more targeted 
sound enhancement and more efficient feedback suppression. The hearing aids that 
fit you best sound so natural that you won't feel like you're wearing them.

At the same time combined with the use of HA-FIT APP and Bluetooth function,help 
you hear everyday conversations—now they double as advanced wearable devices 
that can stream audio, make phone calls.

OEM/ODM servives available: 
Being supported by our own professional 
R&D engineers, we provide all kinds of 
customization service for our products, 
which is able to meet any of your 
requirements.

Bluetooth,app,audio streaming, phone call

Deep language perception Dynamic Noise Cancellation

R70 hearing aids feature traditional Receiver-in-canal 
(RIC) form factor, whereby the hearing aids sit comfortably 
and discreetly behind your ear.
 
The R70 adopts the most rigorous digital noise suppression 
technology and acoustic feedback suppression technology 
to provide users with a purer listening environment.
 
Convenient charging case. For on-the-go power, our R70 
charging case holds 3 full charges before having to be 
plugged in, so simply place them on the charger each night, 
and they will be ready to go with you all day.

AI intelligent panorama analysis

A variety of styles, users can choose according to different daily listening needs.

Discovery series R70  series

Bluetooth,app,audio streaming, phone call

3-hour charge

25 huor power
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Other styles


